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 Lightweight design by hybrid structures 
–  New challenges for joining technologies 
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Joining by Electromagnetic Forming 
 Classification of form-fit concepts 
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Joining by Electromagnetic Forming 
Form-fit joining using cross-knurled mandrels 
– EGUIA ET AL. 2004 
• Parametric study (lK, tK, a0, EC) 
• Tube: EN AW-6061 / Mandrel: 9SMnPb36 
• Solid mandrels 
 
– PSYK ET AL. 2009 
• Feasibility study 
• Tube: EN AW-6060 / Mandrel: EN AW-6060 
• Tube continuously reinforced with steel wires 
• Solid mandrels 
 
Remaining questions 
– Influence of joint / process parameters in case of identical materials? 
– Influence of hollow mandrels on the connection strength? 
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Joining by Electromagnetic Forming 
Research objective: 
– Parametric study on the influence of: 
• knurling length lK  
• knurling pitch tK 
– in case of solid and hollow mandrels 
– both made of the same material 
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Experimental Setup 
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Determination of Joint Quality 
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Results - Interlocking Mechanism 
a0 = 0 mm a0 = 1.0 mm a0 = 2.0 mm a0 = 2.5 mm 
vcoll = 0 m/s vcoll = 133 m/s vcoll = 163 m/s vcoll = 167 m/s 
Collision velocity  vcoll 
Charging energy Ec   6.0 kJ 
Knurling pitch tK  1.6 mm 
Mandrel type   solid 
No indentation of the knurling teeth into tube 
Beneficial in case of dynamic loading  
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Results - Knurling Pitch 
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Results - Knurling Pitch 
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Results – Knurling Length 
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Knurling length: lK  = varied 
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Non-linear correlation between Fax and lK  
Reason: non-uniform pressure distribution 
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Results – Hollow mandrels 
Charging energy: Ec  = 6.0 kJ 
Knurling pitch:  tK   = 1.0 mm 
Knurling length: lK  = 60 mm 
Initial gap: a0  = varied 
Hollow mandrels → Decreasing joint strength   
Assumed reason: Deformation of the mandrel 
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Results – Hollow mandrels 
Charging energy Ec   6.0 kJ 
Knurling pitch tK  1.0 mm 
Mandrel type   hollow 
a 0
 
tk 
Initial gap a0  0 mm 
Increasing QA → Decreasing mandrel contraction 
Max. strength → Solid mandrel  /  Lightweight → Hollow mandrel  
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Summary and Outlook 
Knurled surfaces:  Effective form-fit concept for 
 lightweight frame structures 
Joint strength exceeded strength of the weakest 
joining partner 
Additional investigations on 
- strength under dynamic loading 
- torsional joint strength 
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